Meeting News

If you have not already heard, ASIP is doing it again...hosting PISA 2016! This interactive, abstract-driven, focused scientific conference entitled *Breakthroughs in Biology: Form Underlying Pathogenesis to Translational Medicine* will take place October 20-22, 2016 at the Houston Methodist Research Institute and the Marriott Houston Medical Center in Houston, TX.

PISA will present exciting and up-to-date concepts in pathogenesis and translational medicine. World-acclaimed scientists in these areas will deliver lectures, while experienced members of the program committee will moderate discussion during these sessions to generate a cordial, collegial and contemporary environment for learning and networking. Major lectures will be interspersed with abstract-driven talks. Additionally, poster discussion sessions held in proximity to major talks will build an intimate setting for intellectual exchange and constructive criticism, especially for trainees and junior faculty. **The deadline to submit abstracts and applications for Trainee and Junior Faculty Travel Awards is June 30, 2016.** [Registration will be opening soon so make your plans now to attend!](http://www.asip.org/ASIP360/eblast/2016/2.html)

Member News

Calling All Members - Recruit a New Member by participating in the ASIP Member-Get-A-Member Campaign. Regular ASIP members receive a $25 reduction in 2017 membership dues when recruiting a new Regular or Next Century member. Trainee members receive a $5 reduction in 2017 membership dues when recruiting a new Trainee member.

Did you move recently? **Please remember to update your contact information and upload your photograph to the Member Directory.** Click on the "ASIP Member Access" button to log into MemberClicks. Instructions for uploading your photo can be found under the "How To" tab in the teal banner.

AJP News

Did you hear that *The American Journal of Pathology* has new (lower) publishing fees? Under new 2016 rates, ASIP Regular Members pay just $185 per page with no additional charges for color figures or supplemental data. That's a savings of more than $1,000 for the average article (12 pages).

JMD News

New Assay Offers **Improved Detection of Deadly Prion Diseases**, as reported in *JMD*.

Science in the News

Recent controversy of the inability to reproduce published biomedical research have prompted NIH and NSF to develop policies to address these issues. Read FASEB's "Enhancing Research Reproducibility;" with recommendations to improve scientific method, experimental design, and results reporting.

Federal Research Opportunities

Submit your research ideas to the National Cancer Moonshot Initiative to accelerate progress in cancer research.

Information about research opportunities that will receive additional funding, incentives, and other support from the National Cancer Moonshot Initiative, including cancer vaccine development, early cancer detection, immunotherapy and combination therapies, genomic profiling of tumor and surrounding cells, enhanced data sharing, and others.

Earn CME Credit!

If you attended any of the ASIP CME sessions at the *ASIP 2016 Annual Meeting at Experimental Biology*, you are eligible to receive a maximum of 31.25 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s).*" Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity. Receiving CME Credit for this meeting is a two-step process: 1) Completing the registration form and payment submission (ASIP members - FREE, Non-Members - $100) and 2) Submission of the CME and Meeting Evaluation Form. A CME certificate will not be issued unless both parts are completed. **DEADLINE JUNE 1, 2016.**

Do you read *The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics (JMD)*? Read articles, complete online exams, and earn up to 36 CME credits per year.